
what is meant by free will. My reason is not broad enough to comprehend

simultaneous* compatibility . Must we be dogmatic and s say that my reason

is good here. Predestination is true. My reason is k good here, and I know

that free will is true, but therefore I'm going to throw out my reasoning in

this particular area. Ift, Can we not just ay x our reason is just

not good enough or our understanding is just not good enough to
process of

Simply that Ax it is less/involved/reason to ay that in this scriptural

passage it says this. In-this- than to say this and this are incompatible,

that if one of the three has to be wrong, "-o-the- I'll check again the

two very carefully. I'm quite convinced that this is the more likely to

be wrong than the other two. (But only if tka this other one is excessively

more complicated can you have really confidence in your conviction. If i is

*w noa lotiore complicated, you can't be too sure which one ñ to Ekim

throw out. Let me toss out a peee4b possibility , the purpose of which is

to shake thefoundation of your conviction that predestination can onlyk

be one thing. I was just thinking of this today. k While you were preaching

this morning , it came to mind that these passages which refer to our being
C)L C> Se-ic-
câvn before the foundation of the world in Eph. and Ro. 8 and f a few

other places. For instance, this is not what comes to mind first, but

could it not be that this foundation of the world is in reference to the

new wx world which will be created , after this one is destroyed ). (Before

this new world is started and created) (In Eph. l:4,is says here, "For he

has chosen us in Him before the foundation of the world, that we should be

holy and without fear before Him in love. Or let me add just a few words,
I k-%

not to twist it, but to show you how I'm thinking this."As He has chosen us

that believe in Him , before this foundation of the new world, at which time

essentially everybody will believ e in Him, as such. I mean He's chosen us
perhaps

to come to Him beforehand, before this convicting evidence/that-yon-have,

Before the foundation of the world, the new world, that we should be holy without
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